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Biologically-Inspired Bodies 
Under Surface Waves—Part 2: 
Theoretical Control of 
Maneuvering 
The theoretical control of low-speed maneuvering of small underwater vehicles in the dive 
plane using dorsal and caudal fin-based control surfaces is considered. The two dorsal 
fins are long and are actually mounted in the horizontal plane. The caudal fin is also 
horizontal and is akin to the fluke of a whale. Dorsal-like fins mounted on a flow aligned 
vehicle produce a normal force when they are cambered. Using such a device, depth 
control can be accomplished. A flapping foil device mounted at the end of the tailcone of 
the vehicle produces vehicle motion that is somewhat similar to the motion produced by 
the caudal fins offish. The moment produced by the flapping foils is used here for pitch 
angle control. A continuous adaptive sliding mode control law is derived for depth control 
via the dorsal flns in the presence of surface waves. The flapping foils have periodic 
motion and they can produce only periodic forces. A discrete adaptive predictive control 
law is designed for varying the maximum tip excursion of the foils in each cycle for the 
pitch angle control and for the attenuation of disturbance caused by waves. Strouhal 
number of the foils is the key control variable. The derivation of control laws requires only 
imprecise knowledge of the hydrodynamic parameters and large uncertainty in system 
parameters is allowed. In the closed-loop system, depth trajectory tracking and pitch 
angle control are accomplished using caudal and dorsal fin-based control surfaces in the 
presence of system parameter uncertainty and surface waves. A control law for the 
trajectory control of depth and regulation of the pitch angle is also presented, which uses 
only the dorsal fins and simulation results are presented to show the controller perfor
mance. 

Introduction 

Biologically inspired maneuvering of man-made under water 
vehicles has the potential of being agile and quiet. The dorsal and 
caudal fins give a fish a remarkable ability for swift and complex 
maneuvers (Wu et al., 1975 and Azuma, 1992). Here, we examine 
their potential for maneuvering small agile vehicles at low speeds. 
Studies have been carried out on fish morphology, locomotion, and 
the application of biologically-inspired control surfaces to rigid 
cylindrical bodies (Bandyopadhyay, 1996; Bandyopadhyay and 
Donnelly, 1997; Bandyopadhyay et al, 1997 and Part 1 of this 
paper). Related research to produce propulsive and lifting forces 
using flapping foil devices has been conducted by several authors 
(Chopra, 1977; Bainbridge, 1963; Gopalkrishnan et al, 1994; 
Triantafyllou et al, 1993; Hall and Hall, 1996; Triantafyllou et al., 
1991). However, as yet, control systems synthesis using caudal and 
dorsal fins has not been accomplished. 

The contribution of the present research lies in the design of 
control systems for low-speed maneuvering of small undersea 
vehicles using dorsal- and caudal-like fins (Fig. 1). A hydrody
namic control scheme is developed so that the vehicle tracks a 
precise depth versus time trajectory. It is assumed that the hydro-
dynamic parameters of the vehicle are imprecisely known and 
surface wave-induced forces are constantly acting on the vehicle. 
Although the design approach can be extended to yaw control, in 
this study, only control in the dive plane is considered. Using the 
dorsal fin, a normal force is produced for depth control and 
flapping foils produce pitching moment for pitch angle regulation. 
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For simplicity, it is assumed that the vehicle is equipped with a 
control mechanism that causes the vehicle to move forward with a 
uniform velocity. For the depth trajectory control, an adaptive 
sliding mode control law (Slotine and Li, 1991; Utkin, 1978; and 
Narendra and Annaswamy, 1989) is designed for the continuous 
cambering of the dorsal flns in the presence of seawaves. The 
sliding mode control law is nonlinear and discontinuous in the 
state space and has an excellent insensitivity property with respect 
to disturbances and parameter variations. 

The hydrodynamics of flapping foils is rather complex. Al
though design based on the continuous control of the angular 
velocity of the caudal fins is more efficient, forces and moments 
produced by the caudal-like fins as functions of angular position 
and velocity are not well-understood. This study is limited to a 
periodic (sinusoidal) actuation of caudal fins. It is assumed that the 
foils have identical periods of oscillation that do not necessarily 
coincide with the period of the seawave. The amplitude and phase 
of force and moment acting on the vehicle caused by the disturbing 
wave are assumed to be unknown. Assuming that the vehicle pitch 
angle deviation is small, a linear discrete adaptive predictive 
control system (Goodwin and Sin 1984) is designed for the pitch 
angle control. The maximum travel of the tips of the foils is 
adjusted periodically at the completion of the cycle. Interestingly, 
for the design of the pitch controller, it is seen that Strouhal 
numbers, which characterize the moment produced by the foils 
(caudal fins), are key control variables. In the closed-loop system 
using the dorsal and caudal fin controllers, depth control and pitch 
angle regulation in the dive plane are accomplished. Furthermore, 
a control system is designed for the control of depth and regulation 
of pitch angle using only dorsal fins and simulation results are 
presented. 
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WAVE PROPAGATION 

CIRCULAR TO FUT 
TRANSITION 

Where: 

X, - Z| = Inertial Coordinate System (Origin at tiie Calm Surface). 
X'l - Z, = Translation of Inertial Frame (Origin at Geometrical Center). 

XB- ZB = Body Fixed Coordinate System. 

(Note that the long dorsal fins are actually mounted in the horizontal 
plane. The caudal fins are also mounted in the horizontal plane and 
are akin to flukes in whales.) 

Fig, 1 Schematic of the maneuvering devices (Dorsal and Caudal Fins) 
and axisymmetric cylinder. Dorsal fin is shown uncambered. 

Mathematical Model of Dive Plane Motion 
Consider the vehicle motion in the dive (vertical) plane (Fig. 1). 

The heave and pitch equations of motion are described by coupled 
nonlinear differential equations. In a moving coordinate frame 
fixed at the vehicle's geometrical center, the dimensionless equa
tions of motion for a neutrally buoyant vehicle are given by 

Papoulias and Papadimitriou (1995); Healy and Lienard (1993); 
and Smith et al. (1978) 

w(w - uq - Zaq^ - Xaq) = Zi,q + z.̂ w + z„q + z^w 

Co h{x){w - xq)\w - xq\dx + zgS +/, , +/,,, 

lyq + mzoiu + wq) ~ mXo(w — uq) = M îj + M,^w + M^q 

+ M„w + CD xb{x)(w — xq)\w — xqldx 

^W cos 0 - ZciiW sin d + m„ + m,,, (1) 

where 6 = q, z = - M sin 6 + w cos 6 + if, Xas - Xo - Xj,, 
Zan = Zo - Zs, S is the camber of the dorsal fins, m,, = m î + 
mp2, rripi is the moment produced by the jth foil, /^ is the net 
normal force produced by the flapping foils, if is the velocity of the 
fluid, and m,, and/,, are the force and moment acting on the vehicle 
caused by the surface wave. (Camber is the maximum cross-stream 
deflection of the dorsal fin). Here it is assumed that the forward 
speed is held steady (M = [/) by a control mechanism. These 
nondimensionalized equations of motion (Eq. (1)) are obtained by 
dividing the original force and moment equations by {pL^V^ and 
{pL^V^ where L and V = t/ are the reference values for length 
and velocity, and the time is scaled by {UIL). Thus z^^f,,, and m„ 
are the hydrodynamic coefficients of the vertical force and the 
pitching moment from the control fins. 

In Part 1, Bandyopadhyay et al. (1998) have experimentally 
measured the forces and moments acting on winged bodies sub
merged in proximity of surface waves. The disturbance force and 
moment caused by surface waves are periodic, which can be 

Nomenclature 

A,, A2 = maximum cross-
stream travel of a 
flap tip 

Ap, £>|, Ac, Be, D, = system matrices 
a,, bii — system parameters 

u = U, w = vehicle's forward 
and normal veloc
ity 

q = pitch rate 
Q = pitch angle 
z = depth 
S = camber 

Z,,, Z,i,, Z,, Z,„ Zj = coefficients used in 
representing nor
mal force 

M^, My,, M,, M„ = coefficients used in 
representing mo
ment 

Xg, ZB = coordinates of CB 
Xg, Zg = coordinates of CG 

C,i = coefficient used in 
crossflow integra
tion 

m, W = mass, weight of 
vehicle 

'Wpi, >ni,2, nip = moments produced 
by caudal fins 

m,,, fj = moment and force 
due to surface 
wave 

/„ = moment of inertia 

0)f, W„ 

F,„, F,j, Mi„, My 

J / I , J /S 

[/, = {b,f„m,.Y 
^ = (Z, w, q, dV 

yo = z 

yr 

L, Oir 

z* 
s 

e = (yo - y.) 

A 

a, Aa 

Fdi, Fj2 

= frequencies of os
cillation of foils 
and of surface 
wave 

= phase angles 
= flapping foil force 

and moment terms 
= Strouhal numbers 

of foils 
= control vector 
= state vector 
= output variable to 

be controlled 
= reference depth 

trajectory 
= command genera

tor parameters 
= target depth 
= switching surface 
= depth tracking er

ror 
= switching surface 

parameter 
= known and uncer

tain functions 
= amplitudes of sinu

soidal force com
ponents due to sur
face wave 

LJ I , / j 2 » ^ ? 

Fdi, f'di, V = estimates of parame
ters in control law 

= weighting parameters 
in the Lyapunov func
tion 

= Lyapunov function 
= gain, feedback param

eter used in sliding 
mode control law 

= tracking error 
= equilibrium values 
= period 

= advance operator 
= elements used in 

discrete-time represen
tation of dynamics 

6 = pitch angle error 
J = performance index 

V, ji = polynomials used for 
predicting pitch angle 

Vi, j3, = coefficients of polyno
mials 

V, ̂  = estimated polynomials 
v„ j3, = estimates of v,, p, 

t//, 4'{k) = regressor vectors 
/?„ = parameter vector 

R 

u -
, q*. 

cj. Of, 

v„ 
. M' 

yo) 
( 0 * 

T 

q.. 
Bf. 
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5-(e,q,!,»/)' 

where 

Z * -• 

d 
e* = 

St2 = 

A. A^ 

Target Depth, 
Pitch Angle, 
Equilibrium Pitch Angle, 
Strouhai Numbers of Foils, 
Maximum Travel of Foils, 

S = Camber of Dorsal Fins. 
Fig. 2 Closed-loop system (including the Caudal and Dorsal Fin Con
trollers) 

expressed by a Fourier series. For simplicity in presentation, 
consider that/j and m^ are well approximated by their fundamental 
components and are given by 

f„ = Fj cos {(oj + a„) 

'Wrf — f^d COS {(t)j + a„), (2) 

where &)„ is the fundamental frequency of the surface wave, F,, and 
M,, are amplitudes, and a„ and d„ are the phase angles. 

The dorsal fin produces a normal force (zsS) proportional to the 
camber S of the fins and can be continuously varied for the purpose 
of control. The forces and moments produced by the flapping foils 
(caudal fins) are quite complex and depend on motion pattern 
(clapping and waving) as well as on the frequency of oscillation, 
maximum flapping angles, axis about which foils oscillate, and the 
speed U. The motions of the foil pair in the tail are called clapping 
and waving, because of the patterns they mimic; in the former, the 
flaps are out of phase while they are in phase in the latter. The 
choice of flapping parameters and the mode of oscillation can 
produce a variety of control forces and moments. Based on the 
experimental results and analysis, it had been shown by Bandyo
padhyay and coworkers (Bandyopadhyay, 1996; Bandyopadhyay 
and Donnelly, 1997; and Bandyopadhyay et al., 1997) that flapping 
foils produce periodic forces whose period is equal to the period of 
flapping. Therefore, their periodic forces can be expressed by a 
Fourier series, but are dominated by their fundamental compo
nents. Although the approach of this study can be generalized, for 
simplicity, it is assumed that the flapping foils produce forces and 
moments of the form 

/,, = F,o(5,i, W/) + ^20(5,2, wy) + F,,(5„, oif) cos (w/ + a{) 

+ F,2(S,2, Wy) COS (oDjt + aj) 

m^ = M,o(5„, (Of) + M2o(S,2, o}f) + M,i(5„, w/) cos (&)/ + a,) 

+ M|2(f,2, W/) cos ((Oft + aa). (3) 

where S,, is the Strouhai number defined as 

U 

and is a dimensionless angular frequency parameter, (Of = 2 77/is 
the frequency of oscillation (rad/s), and A, is the maximum cross-
stream travel of the flap tip. It is important to note that the Strouhai 
number of each foil is a key control variable that can be altered by 
the choice of frequency and the tip travel A, independently, and, 
thus, one can control the contribution of each foil in force gener
ation for the purpose of control. 

For the purpose of control, it is assumed that the two foils are 
controlled independently and oscillate with the same frequency co/, 
but the maximum travel of each tip A, is varied at the interval of 
r,„ the time period of oscillation of foils. A continuous change of 
A, and A2 is not allowed here since the intention is to develop a 
periodic force by flapping, although such an imposed mode of 
oscillation does create a complex control design problem. Note 
that we are trying to imitate biolocomotion for slow speed maneu
vers. 

The problem of interest here is to design a control system for the 
independent control of depth (z) using dorsal fins and stabilize the 
pitch angle dynamics using flapping foils. This decomposition of 
the dive plane control problem simplifies the controller design. An 
adaptive sliding mode control system is designed for large mag
nitude depth (z), and a discrete adaptive predictive controller is 
designed for pitch angle regulation separately based on the de
coupled rotational dynamics of the pitch angle of the vehicle. A 
judicious choice of controller design is essential since the dorsal 
fins are continuously cambered and the parameters of oscillations 
of the foils can be altered only at the completion of the cycle of 
flapping at discrete, but uniformly distributed, instants of time. 

The system (Eq. (1)) can be written in a vector form as 

^ \ -U sin 8 + w cos 6 + 
^ " •• — " ^j 

a,w + Oj? + a2(xan cos 6 + Zaii sin 0) + a^iw, q) + d, 
OsW + a^q + a^(xcB cos 6 + zaa sin B) + Ugiw, q) + dj 

0 0 0 
S 2 I ^ 2 2 ^2: 

B 3 I ^ 3 2 S 3 ; 

0 0 0 

x = Ax + g{x) + BU, + Dd 

(5) 

(6) 

where x = {z, w, q, QY E. R'^ h the state vector {T denotes 
transposition), f/̂  = (5,/ , , , m,,)'̂  is the control vector, d = {if, 
dx, diY, and D, a,. A, fl,y and B are obtained by comparing (6), 
(7), and (8). The function g{x) is the nonlinear function in (5), and 
A and D are constant matrices. 

Dorsal Fin Control System 
In this section, a dorsal fin control system is designed for depth 

control. Since depth (z) control is of interest, an output controlled 
variable 

y„ = z (J) 
is associated with the system (Eq. (6)). Consider a reference 
trajectory, >v(0, generated by a second order command generator 

y, + 2 ,̂&),3), -f- (o]y, = wjz*. (8) 

J = 1, 2 (4) 

where z* is the target depth coordinate, ^, > 0, and (o, > 0. The 
parameters |,, and w,. are properly chosen to obtain the desired 
command trajectories. The objective is to steer the vehicle using 
the dorsal fins so that y„ = z{t) asymptomatically follows yXt). 
As y„ tends to y,(t), the vehicle attains the desired depth since y^ 
converges to z*. 

For the derivation of a controller, an adaptive sliding mode 
control technique (Slotin and Li, 1991; Utkin, 1978; and Narendra 
and Annaswamy, 1989) is used and the sliding surface is defined 
as 
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S = e + Ae, (9) and the gain K is chosen to satisfy 

where A > 0 and e = (y„ - 3',) = z - y, is the tracking error. 
Consider the motion during the sliding phase. During the period 

of sliding, one has S(t) = 0, which implies from Eq. (9) that 

K = ki{^,d,L,m,,) + e, (18) 

e -I- Ae = 0. (10) 

Thus, during the sliding phase, it follows that e(t) -^ 0, that is, 
lit) -^ z* ast ~^<x> and the desired depth control is accomplished. 

Now consider the design of a controller so that the trajectory 
beginning from any initial condition is attracted toward the switch
ing surface. In obtaining a control law, differentiating S(t) along 
the trajectory of the system (Eq. (6)), and substituting w from (5), 
gives 

5 = e + \e (11) 

= cos eB2i[a{x,fp, nip, t) + Aa(x, d,fp, m^, Zf, t) 

+ 7]'^ijj{x) + F41 cos (x)„t + Fj2 sin a>„t + S], (12) 

where Bii^d, = F,n cos ay J + F,i2 sin coj. Here a and i/r are 
known functions, but Aa, the parameter vector T), the amplitudes 
Frfi and F^a, and S21 are unknown. It is assumed that the sign of 
B2, is known and 101 S 0,„ < TTII. Without loss of generality, it 
is assumed that B21 > 0. The known functions a and i// are 
computed using the nominal set of values of various parameters of 
the system. 

The camber 6 of the dorsal fin is continuously varied to steer any 
trajectory toward the switching surface. Assuming that the fre
quency ft)„ of the surface wave is known, a control law is now 
chosen as 

6 = - a ( x , / p , OTp, t) — fj^il^ix) - Pji cos Mj — fj2 sin coj 

- IxS - KsgniS), (13) 

where ja > 0, f) and Pji are estimates of i) and F^,, respectively, 
and K 1S& constant gain yet to be determined. Substituting control 
law Eq. (18) into Eq. (17), gives 

$ = cos 6B2i[Aa -I- fĵ i//(A:) -I- F^i cos o)J + Fj2 sin coJ 

- KsgnS- txS], (14) 

where Tj = TJ - f), and F^, = F^-, — P^,. 
Now, adaptation laws for T), FJ, , and gain K must be chosen so 

that the surface S becomes attractive to any trajectory of the 
system. In deriving the adaptation law, consider a Lyapunov 
function, 

V„ = ((B21 cos e) - 'S^ + fĵ 'L.TJ + Fl,L2 + Fl2L,)/2, (15) 

where L2 > 0, L3 > 0, and Li (;' = 1, 2, 3) is any positive 
definitive symmetric matrix which are chosen to provide desirable 
response characteristics. The derivative of V„ is given by 

Vo = S{Aa + fj^ip + Fji cos a)„t + F^2 sin wj — K sgn S) 

- y.S^ + fj^L,^ + L2FJ,^ + L,FJ,2. (16) 

The function Vg is a positive definite function of S, r\, F^u F^i-
In order to ensure that the surface 5 = 0 is attractive, adaptation 
laws and K are chosen so that V'o satisfies V,, ^ 0. 

In view of Eq. (16), one chooses the adaptation laws of the form 

^ = ~T^ = Lr'i/ '5, 

K\ = -Frfi = 1^2^S COS aij. 

where the function fc, is a bound on the uncertain function satis
fying 

fc, >IAa(x, rf,/,, mp, z>, 01. (19) 

Substituting adaptation law (17) in Eq. (16) now yields 

V^s -e\S\ ~ / x5^<0 . (20) 

Since V^ ^ 0, it follows that S, T), and F,,, are bounded. Further
more, in view of Eq. (20), one concludes that S(t) -^0, as t ^°°, 
assuming that 0, q are bounded. This implies that the tracking 
error (z — y , ) - ^ © as ?-><». This completes the depth control 
system design. 

Assuming that error yXt) —* z*, and y^ —> 0, the control law 
(Eq. (13)) asymptotically decouples (6, q) dynamics from the 
remaining variables. Thus, the residual dynamics of the system 
essentially describe the rotational pitch motion. This residual dy
namics, when the motion is constrained so that the error y — yr = 
0, is called the zero-error dynamics (Slotine and Li, 1991). For 
satisfactory performance in the closed-loop system, the state vari
ables 6 and q associated with zero-error dynamics must be 
bounded. In the next section, control of pitch angle using flapping 
foils is considered. 

Flapping Foil Control of Pitch Dynamics 
In this section, control of rotational pitch dynamics (zero error 

dynamics) is considered. First, a discrete-time linear model for 
pitch control is obtained. 

Discrete-Time Pitch Dynamics. Since the sliding mode con
troller asymptotically controls z to z*, the zero error dynamics is 
obtained from Eq. (1) by setting e = z — yr = z = Q. Also, when 
e{t) = 0, e{t) = z — yr = i = 0, one has for small 6 

w = U6 - Zf (21) 

It is assumed that the two foils oscillate with identical frequency 
ft)/. The maximum travel A, of each foil-tip is independently 
controlled periodically at the interval of Fp (=2Tr/ft)/). This way 
the Strouhal numbers 5,i and S,2 of the two foils are independently 
controlled. The moments, ntpiiS,,, o)/), and forces,/p,(5„, ft)/) (1 = 
1,2), generated by the flapping foils are nonlinear functions of the 
Strouhal numbers. Since Wf is a constant, expanding fpi{S,i) and 
mpiiSa) in the Taylor series about S,i = Sa = S* a constant, and 
neglecting higher order terms gives 

B33mpi(S,i) + Bi2fpi 

+ B, 
3F,„(S*) , aF,, 

cos (o)ft + a,) 

dS,j dS,j 
+ T^iSl) cos (ft)/f-I- a,] ^bu{t)Su, 

i= 1,2, (22) 

where 5„ = S,, - 5* 
Next, pitch angle must be regulated to 0*, a constant. Using Eqs. 

(16), (17), (20), and (21), the pitch dynamics about (6*, q* = 0) 
obtained from (5) are given by 

ickApk + ft,[i>„5„ + b22S,2 + D2{t)l (23) 

where D2 = (̂ 2 + aiXoe cos Q* + 0^ + B^,S + 0^(116* - if) 
+ a-iZoB sin 0*, b^ = [1, O]'', 

x= {q, 0)'', 0 = 0 - 0 * , 

^M= -Fd2 = ^i^S sinft)„t (17) and 
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A„ = 
ttf, UiU + a^izGB cos 
1 0 

+ XGB sin 6*) 

Since the control input S„ is to be implemented as a piecewise 
constant function changing at the interval T,,, a discrete-time 
model is obtained from Eq. (23) of the form 

xik+ 1) = A,x(k) + Bj,(k) + D,{k), (24) 

where (k + 1) denotes (k + 1)7^, S,(t) = S,ik) = [Sa(k), 
S„(k)]''' for te[kT,„ (k + l ) r , ) , and 

A,- ,A,r„ 

(k+))Ti, 
,A,Ulc+l)Tp~T)b,[b,,(r}M2{r)]ilr 

kT,, 

DAk) 
(*+i)r,, 

gA,[(*+i)r„-T]^^^^(^)^^^ (25) 

Let A, = (fl„^), B, = [Bji, £[2]^ = (b,ij) for ;, ; = 1,2, and 
DXk) = (Del, D^iY. Note that B^ is a 2 X 2 constant matrix since 
integration in Eq. (35) is performed over one period T^ and «>/ = 
lirlTp, but DXk) depends on kT^ due to the fact that co/ ?̂  a)„; 
that is, the flapping frequency differs from the frequency of the 
wave. 

Autoregressive Moving Average Model. Next, a discrete 
adaptive predictive control technique is used for pitch control. For 
this, an expression for the predicted value of Q{k) is obtained and 
the advance operator 9,, is introduced and defined as q„Zs{k) = 
zAk + 1) for any discrete signal Zs{k). Using Eq. (24) gives 

q„q{k) = a.uqik) + a^nHk) + Bj,{k) + DM) (26) 

qM) = a,2iq{k) + a.^^Oik) + Bj,{k) + D,Ak). (27) 

Operating (26) and (27) by q^^ and q~\ respectively, and manip
ulating the resulting equations, it can be shown that (for details, see 
Singh and Bandyopadhyay, 1997), 

[1 + ( - a . i i - a,22)q~a^ + («cll«c22 " «c2 iac l2)?«"^]SW 

= q:\B,2 + (a.2iflc.i - a,nBc2)q:'^S,{k) + q7,\DAk) 

+ a,2,q-„'D,Ak) - a,nq;.'DM)] (28) 

or 

(1 + ttfiq:' + aj2q;')m = q-\Bfy + Bf,q:')S,{k) 

+ q-'afAk), (29) 

where Uf, Bj, and Uf^ are obtained by comparing (28) and (29). 
The discrete-time model of Eq. (29) is called an autoregressive 

moving average (ARMA) model. The ARMA model can be ex
pressed in an alternative predictor form as 

e(k + 1) = i-Ufl - aflq-')eik) + (Bfl + Bf,q-„)S,{k) 

+ a,Ak). (30) 

This is a useful representation of the pitch dynamics. It is 
assumed that the parameters a/,, B/,, and the signal UfAk) are 
unknown. For the regulation of Q{k), one can design predictive 
control laws if the estimates of the unknown parameters and ajAk) 
are known. 

For the derivation of a control law, it is assumed that 

ctfdik + 1) "UfAk). (31) 

Note that if the wave frequency w„ is equal to the frequency of 
flapping and if either S is small or B,, « 0, then OfAk -t- 1) = 

OfAk) for all k. In practice, it has been found that the predictive 
control technique works well even when parameters vary slowly 
and the condition of Eq. (31) is violated. 

Under the assumption of Eq. (31), subtracting q7'S(k + 1) 
from (30) gives 

eik +l) = [-«;, + (Ofl - ap)q~a' + af,q-^ye{k) + [B^, 

+ (B^ - Bfl)q:' - Bf,q-J]S,{k)^v{q-yQ{k) 

+ p(q-')S,{k), (32) 

where 

The coefficients /3, and v, are obtained from (32). 

(33) 

Adaptive Pitcii Angle Control. Assuming that the parame
ters of Eq. (32) are known, now a weighted one-step ahead pitch 
control law is obtained. For this a suitable performance index of 
the form 

J{k + 1) = ^Ae{k + 1) - e*{k + l)y + kUS,(k)\' (34) 

is chosen, where A,, > 0 and 6*{k) is a suitable reference trajec
tory to be followed by e(k). Note if 0*(/t) -> 0, then Oik) -^ 0*. 
By the choice of a suitable value of A ,̂ a compromise between the 
rate of convergence d{k -H I) to e*(^ -I- 1) and the amount of 
control effort expended is achieved. 

Substituting d(k + 1) from (32) in (34), for minimizing J 
differentiating with respect to S,{k), and solving gives 

S,{k) = iXJ+ I3ll3j-'pl[-v{q~,')m - p'{q7')S,ik- D 

+ 0%k + I)] (35) 

Notice that the Strouhal number at the instant kT^ depends on the 
present and past values of 6 and the past values of input 5,, 5,. 

Since 5„(/:) G [0, S„„] where 5„,„ is the same maximum 
allowed value of S,i, control input Si,{k) given in (35) must be set 
to the lower or upper limits whenever the magnitude exceeds the 
prescribed limits. 

Parameter Estimation. For synthesizing the control law, the 
parameters in Eq. (32) must be known. A practical solution to this 
problem is to obtain an estimate of these unknown parameters 
using an appropriate parameter identification technique. There are 
several kinds of algorithms based on the projection and the least 
square methods that can be used to obtain the estimates of these 
unknown parameters (3„, v„ and /3i in Eq. (32). Equation (32) can 
be written as 

where 

Q{k+\) = <^\k)p,, (36) 

Vik) = [{lq-'q7')m, ilq7'q:')Sj{k)] 

il,q-\q-')Sj=iSj,q-'Slq-'Sj) 

Using a simple projection algorithm described in Goodwin and 
Sin (1984) for parameter estimation, the estimate p„ of p„ is 
obtained using an update law given by 

p„{k) = p„ik- 1) + 
a{k)4>(k- 1) 

c, -t- 4>''{k~ l)(l>{k- 1 im 
(j}''{k - l)pAk - 1)] 0<a{k)<2,ct>0 (37) 
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These parameters are used in (35) for synthesis. 
Now the adaptation law for adjusting the maximum travel of the 

tips of the two foils is easily computed using the definition of the 
Strouhal number and required adaptation scheme is given by 

A,.(fe+1) 
US,i{k) 

(dOfllir) = 1, 2, (38) 

where S,i(k) = S,Xk) + S* 
The complete closed-loop system is shown in Fig. 2. 

Dorsal Fin Control With Inactive Caudal Fins. In the pre
vious sections, control systems using both the dorsal and caudal 
fins have been presented. A question of interest arises: Is it 
possible to maneuver the vehicle using only the dorsal fins? We 
examine this question in this section. It turns out that the vehicle 
model under consideration is non-minimum phase (i.e., the transfer 
function has unstable zero). As such, the sliding mode dorsal fin 
control law (Eq. (13)) derived in the previous section, cannot 
accomplish depth control with internal stability in the system and 
a new sliding mode dorsal fin control law must be derived. 

When the caudal fins are inactive, /^ = m^ = 0, and (6) 
simplifies as 

X = Ax + six) + b8 + Dd, (39) 

where b denotes the first column of B in (6). The system's transfer 
function with g = 0, d = 0, relating z and S is 

l(s)/d{s) = His) = dsl - A) ~'b, (40) 

where C = [ 1, 0, 0, 0] '̂ , i' is the Laplace variable, and z, 8 denote 
the Laplace transforms. For the model (39), H(s) is of the form 

H(s) = k (s - ix,)is + tjL2)d Hs), (41) 

where dp(s) = s"* + m^s^ + m2S^ + m^s, and /x, > 0. Thus, s = 
IJi, is an unstable zero and H(s) is nonminimum phase. 

For the derivation of a control system with internal stability, an 
approximate output variable ẑ  is derived such that 

z,is)/Sis) = H,{s) = CisI - A)-^b 

= -jji.kpis + ii2)d;\s). (42) 

Following Chockalingam (1998), it can be shown that C is given 
by 

C = -At i ^O , 0, - 1 , -M-2] 

X[b,Ab,A^b,miA^b]+A^b]-\ (43) 

Note that H„{s) does not have the unstable zero of H(s). 
Now a new controlled output variable can be defined as 

Za = CX (44) 

associated with the nonlinear system (39). For d — 0, gix) = 0, 
in view of (40), (41), and (42), it follows that 

z{s) 

which implies that 

1 

Ml 
(s - /X|) - z„{s), 

Z(t) = ZM - — Zait) 

(45) 

(46) 

From (46), it follows that if z„(0 -^ z*, a desired depth, and 
z„(0 -* 0, then z(t) -^ z*, and the target depth is attained. 

Now a control law is derived to control the new output variable 
z„. The Lie derivatives of a function a{x) with respect to the vector 
field/(A:) k AX + g(x) are defined as 

Lj(a){x) = ^ / ( X ) 

L'j{a)ix) = Lj(Lf\a)){x) 

Define 

Define 

L,L'fia){x) = 

LoL%a){x) = 

dx 

3L)(a) 

dx 
D. 

\ ^> 1 
^2 

[ ^3 J 
= 

Cx 
Lj(Cx){x) 
L%Cx){x) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

where/(A;) = AX + gix). Differentiating | ; along the solution of 
(39) gives 

dt 

gl \ 

L ] = 
^ 3 / 

r I2 
^3 

a*ix) + b*ix)8 
-1-

' '/', " 
ipiix) 
ipiix) _ 

-1-

d 

" 0 " 
^luix) 

0 
d, (50) 

where 

fl* = L}iCx)ix) 

b* = L,LJiCx)ix) 

.//„ = L,Lj{Cx)ix) 

,p = [4>u LoL0dix). L^LJi<j>,)ix)y. 

For the derivation of control law, small values of ,̂ TJ, 8, and d, 
functions ijjd and i//„S can be neglected to obtain an approximate 
representation of the nonlinear system as 

d 

dt 

Define | , = ^, ^ y'r 

L • 

I2 
^3 . 

= 
r L 1 

^3 

a*ix) + b*ix)S 

derivative of the reference depth trajectory. 
The sUding surface S = 0 is defined as 

(51) 

1, 2, 3, where y<*', is the kth 

5 = I3 + A2I2 + All, + Ao I i^dt, 
' 0 

which in view of (51) can be written as 

S=l + Aai, + All, + Ao l^dt. 

The parameters A, are chosen such that the polynomial 

nis) = s^ + A2J'̂  + A|i + Ao 

is stable. Differentiating S and using (51) gives 

$ = A2I, 4- A,I, + Aoli + a*ix) + h*ix)8 - y (3) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

by 
In view of (55) the sliding mode dorsal fin control law is given 
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6 = {b*{x))~\-aHx) + y?^ - A^Cfj - fr) - A,(^, - yr) 

- Ao(^, - yr) - k^S - k2 sgn (5)]. (56) 

Substituting (56) in (55) gives 

(a) 

$ = -kiS - k-i sgn {S), (57) 

which implies that S{t) —> 0 and, therefore, according to (53), 
f 1 -^ 0 as / —> 00, since Yi{s) is Hurwitz. In the closed-loop 
systems (51) and (56), for y, = z*, a constant, (z„(f), z.XO) -^ 
(z*, 0) as ? ^- 00 and from (46) it follows that z{t) -^ z*. As 
z(f) —» z*, the pitch angle also converges to zero since the transfer 
function H„ is minimum phase. 

For the system (50), it can be proven that for small perturbations 
in X about the origin and small y^ and disturbance input d, with a 
proper choice of k„ the trajectory error remains bounded (Chock-
alingam, 1998). 

Simulation Results. In this section, results of digital simula
tion are presented. Although a combined dorsal and caudal fin 
control law has been derived, for simplicity in simulation, numer
ical results for the system (1) only with the dorsal fin control 
system (56) is presented and it is assumed that the caudal fins are 
inactive. The parameters used for simulation are given in the 
Appendix. For the nominal parameters, the transfer function has 
two zeros such that ju,, = 4.5325 and /LIJ = 11.3806. Since the 
transfer function is nonminimum phase, the row vector C is 
computed using (43) to yield 

C = [-8.586e - 05, -0 .0708, -0 .8015, 1.009]. 

The reference trajectory is generated by the fourth-order system 
given by 

{s + K)''yr- A'z* = 0, 

where z* is the target depth. The sliding mode parameters are A2 
= 17, A| = 64, Ao = 20. In order to avoid control chattering, 
sgn (S) was replaced by set (S/e) with e = 0.01. 

Define the tracking error for the depth variable Ze =" z - yr. Let 
Zem< iim, and S,„ be the maximum magnitudes of z^, | i , and camber 
S, respectively. In the figures, I, = z„ — y, = $i — yr is denoted 
by e and u denotes 8. 

A. Sliding Mode Dive Plane Control: Nominal System. The 
complete nominal closed-loop systems (1) and (56), with/;, = m,, 
= d = 0, were simulated. The Â . of the command generator was 
chosen to be 0.45. The initial conditions were assumed to be ;<:(0) 
= 0, Vr 0, ^ = 0, 1, 2, 3. A command trajectory was 
generated for controlling the vehicle to a target depth z* = Im. 
The sliding mode gains k, = 1 and ^2 = 0.0101 are chosen. The 
responses are shown in Fig. 3. We observe smooth control of the 
vehicle in about 18 seconds. Interestingly, even though the mod
ified output is used for controller design, the depth of the vehicle 
was controlled smoothly. Apparently, the neglected higher order 
term (i|/„8) in the design of the sliding mode controller has minor 
effect on the responses. The maximum depth error and the output 
errors are ẑ ^ = 2.5 cm and ^,,„ — IE — dm. In steady-state, the 
pitch angle settles to its equilibrium value zero and the vehicle 
attains the desired depth. The maximum pitch angle deviation was 
found to be 0.03°. The maximum camber is 8,„ = 26.3 mm. The 
steady-state values of the heave velocity and the pitch rate were 
also zero. 

It is pointed out that the control magnitude can be reduced by 
choosing slower command trajectories _y, for the depth control. 
Simulation was done by setting Â  = 0.3 in the command gen
erator. In this case, the maximum control magnitude was reduce to 
8 mm, and smooth control was accomplished, but the response 
time increased to the order of 30 s. 

Figure 4 shows the response for a Am (z* = 4) command for 
a choice of Â  = 0.3. This gave a response time of the order of 

t - - output 
— depth 

ret. cmd. 

(b) 

— heave vel. 
pitch rate 

Fig. 3 Dorsal fin control: nominal parameters, (a) Output z,, depth z, 
and reference command y,\ (b) heave velocity and pitch rate; (c) camber 
S = u; (cf) pitch angle. 

30 s. The maximum tracking errors are Zem = 6 cm and |i,„ = 
4£ - 5w. In steady state, the pitch angle settles to its equilibrium 
value of zero and the tracking errors I, and Ze were found to be 
zero. The maximum pitch angle deviation was found to be 0.08°. 
The maximum camber was 8„, = 32.3 mm. 

B. Sliding Mode Dive Plane Control: Off-Nominal Parame
ters. In order to examine robustness of control system, the 
closed-loop system was simulated with variation of ±25% in the 
hydrodynamic parameters. The remaining feedback parameters 
and initial conditions of Fig. 3 were retained. Selected response for 
+25% parameter perturbations is shown in Fig. 5. We observe 
smooth control of the vehicle. The steady-state error | , was zero. 
The pitch angle tends to 0° asympototically. The maximum values 
are Zem = 2 cm, I,,,, = 2>E - Am, and 6,„ = 16 mm. Smaller 
control input is required in this case since control effectiveness 
matrix b has increased by an amount of 25%. 

Simulation was also done with - 2 5 % parameter uncertainty. In 
this case also, smooth depth control was accomplished and the 
steady-state error ^i was found to be zero. Unlike Fig. 5, larger 

(a) 

c2 

t - - output 
— depth 
• ref. cmd. 

Fig. 4 Dorsal fin control: large command, (a) Output Zg, depth z, refer
ence command; {b) camber 8- u. 

(b) 
0.006 

0 

•g--0.006 

". -0.01 

f 
« -0.016 

-0.02 

-0.025 

output err. 
— depth err. 

Fig. 5 Dorsal fin control: off-nominal parameters, (a) Camber S= u; (b) 
output error e = Za - y, = gi and depth error z^ = z - y,. 
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1.2 

O.G 

0.6 

0.4 

0 
n 1 

— depth 
ref. cmd. 

Fig. 6 Dorsal fin control: sinusoidal disturbance, (a) Depth error z, = 
z - y,\ (b) depth zand reference command y,\ (c) camber S = u; (d) pitch 
angle. 

control is needed for controlling depth since the value of h has 
decreased. The maximum values are z,„ = 5 mm, | i„ = 4 mm, 
and S,„ = 35 mm. Since the responses are somewhat similar to 
those given in Fig. 5 for positive parameter variation, these are not 
shown. 

C. Sliding Mode Dive Plane Control: Sinusoidal Disturbance. 
Simulation was also done for the depth maneuvering in the pres
ence of sinusoidal disturbance. It was assumed that /^ = 
exp(-0.1z)(0.3075) sin (5.817^ - Tr), mj = 0.3512 
exp(-O.lz) sin(5.817r + 70°)andz/= 0.03 sin (5.817f). The 
frequency and phase angles of the disturbance are close to the 
values described in Bandyopadhyay et al. (1998). The feedback 
gains were set as A:, = 2 and ^2 = 0.01. Responses for a target 
depth of z* = \m are shown in Fig, 6. The maximum tracking 
errors were |i,„ = 7.6 mm and Zem = 23 mm. The steady-state 
oscillation in the depth response is 8 mm. The steady-state oscil
lation in the pitch was almost negligible. The maximum deviation 
in the pitch was about 0.02°. The maximum value of the camber 
was S„ = 31 mm. It is pointed out that larger gains kt and k2 can 
be used to attenuate the effect of disturbances of higher ampli
tudes. But this will require larger camber of the dorsal fins. 

Conclusions 
A theoretical study for the dive plane control system design for 

biologically inspired maneuvering of low speed, small undersea 
vehicles using dorsal and caudal fin-like control surfaces was 
considered. A hydrodynamic control scheme is developed so that 
the vehicle tracks a precise depth versus time trajectory. Normal 
force produced by the dorsal fin was used to control the depth of 
the vehicle and two flapping foils were used for the pitch angle 
control. An adaptive sliding mode control law was derived for the 
reference depth trajectory tracking. For the design of this control, 
a nonlinear vehicle model was considered for which the system 
parameters were assumed to be unknown, and it was assumed that 
sinusoidal disturbance force and moment are acting on the vehicle 
caused by surface waves. In the closed-loop system, including the 
sliding mode controller, depth control was accomplished and ro
tational pitch dynamics were asymptotically decoupled. 

For the decoupled pitch dynamics, assuming that the pitch angle 
perturbations were small, a linear deterministic autoregressive 
model was derived. For the pitch angle control, the Strouhal 
numbers were chosen as key input variables. The Strouhal num
bers of the two foils were periodically changed (at intervals of the 
time period of oscillations of the foils by altering the maximum tip 
travel). Both foils were oscillating at the same frequency. Using 

projection algorithms, the parameters of the pitch dynamics were 
identified. These estimated parameters were used to design an 
adaptive predictive control system for the regulation of the pitch 
angle. Thus, in the complete closed-loop system, including the 
adaptive sliding mode and adaptive predictive controllers, dive 
plane control of the underwater vehicle can be accomplished in the 
presence of large parameter uncertainty and sea surface waves. A 
dorsal fin control law was also designed for the control of the 
vehicle without utilizing caudal fins. Simulation results were pre
sented which showed that depth control and pitch angle regulation 
can be accomplished by using only dorsal fins. 
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M,, = -0.825E - 3, 

A P P E N D I X M, = - 0 . 1 1 7 E - 2 , 
Vehicle parameters: 

XGB ~ 0, 

ZGB = 0.578802, 

L = 1.282m, 

p = 1025.9kgm"'. 

Hydrodynamic parameters: 

M„ = 0 . 3 1 4 £ - 2, 

zs = 0.3398, 

z„ = -0.873E - 2, 

z„ = -0.569E - 2, 

z^ = -0.825E - 5, 

U = 3.6m/s, z, = -0.238E - 2.. 
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